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                                   ABSTRACT

        By measuring the optical ab$orption of BaO films evaperated in vacuum, it is
     observed at room temperature that the thresheld for absorption otcurs at 320mge
     and the second rapid rise in absorption begins at 250ms, approximately. Two
     absorption bands are observed between 320 m" and 250mp: one has a maximum at
     about 303 mlL, while the other has a maximum at about 285 rntk Tyler assumed that
     the absorption bands in the region of 320 ml.L--250 mlx are exciton bands, and variotis

     experimental results concerning these absorption bands have also been reported by
     other investigators.
        In our laboratory, the effect of oxygen gas upon the absorption bands under
     various heat treatments has been investigated. By measuring the change of oxygen
     gas pressure in a definite volume as well as the amount of BaO, it has been observed
     that the absorptien bands in the region of 320m"tv25emi. vanished out and at the
     same time the reduction of oxygen gas pressure in the definite volume occurred
     corresponding to the stoichiometric amount oÅí oxygen in BaO.
        Thus, the result of the present experiment seems to suggest that the 320 mtL----
     250mt` absorption bands are due to the production of excitons.

1. Introduction

    Since Tyler (1) found that the edge of optical absorption of evaporated BaO

fi}ms lies at 3.8 ev (Ftf320 mpt) and a second increase in the absorption constant occurs

at 4.8ev (•'N:v•260mpt) approximately, several experimenters have investigated the

energy bands in BaO by optical methods. The location of the absorption edge at

about 3.8 ev as reported by Tyler was confirmed by Taft and Dicl<ey (2) on the basis

of studies on photoelectric emission from thin metallic film deposited on the surface

of BaO !ayers. IR tlie case of BaO single crystals, the optical absorption and photo-

conductivity were measured' by Tyler and Sproull (3), thus obtaining the resu2#s that

the threshold photon energy for both the optical absorption and photoconductivity is

3.8 ev (s f320 mpt) and that a first absorption band is accompanied by photoconductlvity,

but not a second absorption band. Judging from the fact that the absorption constant

is of the order of 105 cm-i at the peak of the first absorption band, Tyler has assumed

that this absorption band may be attribttted to the production of excitons in BaO
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lattice, and that this band is accompanied by photoconductivity due to the therrnal

dissociation of excitoRs or excitation ionization of impurity centres.

    Also, by measurlng the spectral distributlons of photoelectric yield for BaO

surfaces prepayed in dlfferent ways, Apker et al. (4) observed that the abrupt rise

at 5.0ev is characteristic of all samples, but the behaviour for hy<5.0ev depends

on the procedure in which the sample was prepared. They attributed the rise in

the yield at hyftf3.8ev to exciton-induced photoelectric emission from some kinds of

lmpurlty centres.

    Later, rneasurements of the optical absorption of BaO films at temperatures

between 150K and 3700C were carried out by Zollweg (5), who reported that the two

strongest absorption peaks in tlte region between 3.8ev and 5.0ev are to be cattsed

by exciton absorption. Recently, Jahoda (6) kas measured the refiectivity spectrurn

of BaO single crystals in the ultraviolet region and making use of the Kramers-

I<ronig relation, he has obtained the spectral di$Åíribution oÅí optica} absorptioR coR-

stant which is similar to Zollweg's. Thus, he has concluded that tke absorption bands

between 3.8ev and 5,Oev are exciton band$. These experimental results kave also
been explained theoretically by Overhauser (7).

    Independent investigation on the optieal absorption of BaO fiIms has been carried

on in these several years in our laboratory. Takazawa and the preseRt writer (8)

observed that the absorption bands in the region of 320mpt-v250mpt vanished out

suddenly when BaO film was expesed to oxygen gas, but no cakeration occurred in

the case oÅí tlte absorption band beginning at abQut 250mpt, and these resttlts led us

to the conclttsion, contrary to the results by Tyler and others, that the absorption

bands in the region of 320mpt--250mpt are due to some kinds of lattice imperfection.

    In order to decide whether the above-mentioned absorptlon bands are due to

exciton production or to some kinds of lattice imperfection, the present writer has

attempted to measure quantitatively the ratio of the amount of oxygen gas nece$sary

for vanishing out absorption bands to the amount of BaO, under various heat treat-

ments, and to the description of the results of ottr measurements the present paper

is mainly directed.

2. Experirrctental apparatus a"d techniques

    The evaporation vacuum-cell used in the present experiment is shown schemati-

cally in Fig. 1. The cell whose total volume is about 20cc consists of two parts:

one is made of glass and has vacuum cocks, e}ectrodes and thermistor bead, while

the etlker is a fused ' quartz tube on wlaose inside sur'face BaO film was evaporated.

These two parts were connected te each other by a joint usipg silicon greacse. By

cooling the jointecl part by water, it was possib}e to heat tlke quartz tube up to about
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1,OOOOC and to exhaust gases from the tube thoroughly. The filament made of plati-

num wire of O.3mm diameter was used and was coated with BaC03 (Merck Ultra
Pure) which was pasted in distilled water. The cell was connected by another joint

to the vacuum system. After having exhausted, BaCOs was converted to BaO by
heating the BaC03 coated platinum filament slowly up to abont 1,OOOOC, the heating

having been continued until gas evolutioR has substantially ceased. Then the quartz

tube was heated in a furnace up to about 1,OOOOC.
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        ' Fig. 1. Evaporation vacuum cell.
   After these procedures, by heating the filament at temperatures of 1,2000C-v

1,3000C the BaO filrn was evaporated on the inside surface of the quartz tube whose

temperature was slightly higher than room temperature. The temperature of the coated

filament was measured by an optical pyrometer. In a}1 cases the optical absorption

of BaO film was measured at room temperature by the use of a Beckman DU
spectrophotorneter. Oxygen gas prepared by heating KMnO, in a vacuum chamber

was dehydrated by P20s for a few days, and after having finished the measurement

of the optical absorption of the BaO film in vacuum, the dehydrated oxygen gas was

led to the evaporation cell through a co!d trap of dry ice-alcohol or liqttid oxygen•

    Then, the relationship between the change of optical densities at the peaks of
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the absorption bands and the change of oxygen gas pressure was observed by means

of a thermistor vacuum gauge. Fig. 2 skows the thermistor gauge as used under

such a condition that another thermistor bead exposed to atmosphere was used as a

temperature compensator.
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              Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the thermistor vacuum gauge.

    The thermistor gauge was calibrated in such a manner that a micro-ammeter

with full scale of 10x.tA indicates the zero point at one atmospheric pressure. The

characteri$tic curve for oxygen gas is shown on semilogarithmic scale in Fig. 3,

taking the logarithm of oxygen gas pressure as ordinate and the electric current as

abscissa. It will readi}y be seen that this characteristic curve is linear in a range

from 5Å~10-'immHg to 5Å~10-2mmHg. It was able to observe pressure differeRces

of 5x10-'2 mmHg at 1mmHg, 2Å~10-2mmHg at O.5mmHg, 2Å~10-"3mmHg at 1Å~10-"

mmHg and 2Å~10-3mmHg at 5Å~10-2mmHg, respectively. The limiting pressures
capable of being observed were about 5mrnHg and 5Å~10-3mmHg respectively.

    The thermistor gauge was also used as a qualitative indicator of gas pressure in

the evaporation cell. When the cell was exhausted suthciently, only a small amount

of increase of gas pressure in the cell was observed even when the quartz tube was

heated at -v5000C for about thirty minutes. In such a case the alteration of the
optica} densities of the evaporated film in the ultraviolet region scarcely occurred at

room temperature for several hours.
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          Fig. 3. The characteristic curve for oxygen gas at roorn temperature.

3. Experimental results

    Fig. 4 shows a typicai absorption spectrum of BaO films in the ultraviolet region,

as observed at room temperature. The spectrum observed under no heat treatment

is shown by curve A, while curve B shows the spectrum as observed after having

heatedtheBaO films at about 4000C in vacuum and then quenched. It is easily seen

that there are two absorption bands in the region between 320m/x and 250mpt, a

large band in the region of wavelengths shorter than 250 rapt and presumably a broad

band in the region of wavelengths longer than 320mpt, though the last one has not

yet been recognized definitely. Also it is found that the positions of absorption peaks

were shifted to ionger wavelength side under heat treatment in vacuum and at the

same time the sharpening of the band shape took place.

    In order to obtain the concentration of the absorption ceRtres responsible for the

absorption bands in the region of 320mptA-250mpt, an order estimation of the absorp-

tion constants at the absorption peaks was attempted in the fo!lowing way. Regarding

the BaC03 coated p}atinum filament in the form of coil, as shown in Fig. 1(b), as

a point and thus assuming that BaO was evaporated spherical-symmetrically from the

p}atinum coil, the distribution of the BaO Mm thickness on the inside surface of the

quartz tube was calculated approximately by making use of the total amount of BaO

fiim which was measured by a steelyard.

   Then, the optical denslties at the absorption peaks were calculated by taking the

absorption constants there to be of the order of 105cm-', and it was found that the
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calculated values were in good agreement with observed ones. Judging from this

yesult it is certain that the absorption centres have high concentration as obtained

by Tyler and othefs.

    IR other cases of the present experiment, a platinum filament with the shape of

a straight line as shown in Fig. 1(a) was generally used in order to make the

thickness of BaO film as uniform as possible. In such a case the total amount of

BaO had to be of the order of O.5 mg in order to obtain appropriate opticai densities.
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                    '
   Fig. 5 shows the change in the absorption bands occurred when the film was

exposed to dry oxygen gas with pressure of about 1 mmHg at room temperature. It

was observed that a broad absorption band in the region of wavelengths longer than

320 rnpt vanished out suddeRly, notwithstanding that the magnitude of the band varied,

as shown in Fig. 6, with the film thickness as far as its optica! densities were con-

cerned. It was found, however, that the absorption bands in the region of wave-

lengths shorter than 320mpt was not remarkab}y affected even when the film had

been exposed for a day to oxygen gas whose pressure was about 80 mrnHg.
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           Fig. 6. Absorption curves for BaO films with different thicknesses,
            , observed at room temperature.

    Next, by heatlng the BaO film in oxygen gas with pressure of about 1mmHg,

it was observed that the two absorption bands between 320mpt and 250mpt began to

decrease at about 2000C as the oxygen gas pressure in the celi decreased and that

after both the magnitude of the absorption bands and the oxygen gas pressure had

reached their respective minimum values, the magnitude of the bands began to in-

crease at about 4000C as the oxygen gas pressure increased, as shown in Fig. 7.
                                                                 5000c
Such a reaction is sirnilar to the wel}-known chemica} reaction BaO-e--->Ba02,
                                                                 8000c
which occurs when BaO is heated in the air, the only difference being that the
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temperature at which the reaction in the present experiment occurred is much lower

than that at which the above-mentioned chemicai reaction occurs.

    It can be seen from Fig. 7, however, that the absorption band beginning at

about 250mpt in BaO is not affected under the present heat treatment. Thus, in

order to decide whether this reaction might be the chemical reaction BaO=Ba02 or

not, a quantitative measurement was carried out more precisely in the following way.
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First, under such a condition that BaO on the platinum filament had al} evaporated,

the amount of BaO film was calculated ffom the amouRt of BaC03 pasted on the

filament which was measrkred by a steelyard, and dry oxygen gas whose pressure

had been measured by an oil manometer was stored beforehand in a small region of

about 2cc to which a thermistor bead was attached. Then, after having fneasured

the optical absorptioR of BaO film in vacuum, the stored oxygen gas was diffused

into the cell and the relation between the magnitudes of the bands and oxygen gas

pressure was observed under various heat treatments. It was thus found that the

magnitudes of the bands in the region from 320mpt to 250mpt general!y decreased

llnearly with the decrease of the oxygen gas pressure aRd that the amount of decrease

of oxygen which was calculated from the decrease of oxygen gas pressttre in the cell

was of the same order of magnitede as tke stoichiometric amount of oxygen in the

BaO film.

    Similar experiments were also carried out for the BaO film heated up to 4000C

-v5000C in vacuum beforehand and then quenched, and the results as shown in Fig, 8

were obtained. In this case, the influence of oxygen gas upon the absorptioR bands

in the ultraviolet region was not observed at room temperature. By keating the film

in oxygen gas, however, it was observed that the magnitudes of the two absorption

bands in the region ef 320mge-"25empt began to decrease at about 3000C and after

the magnitudes of these bands had reached their respective minimum values, they

began to increase at about 5000C. As shown in Fig. 9, an exactly linear relationship

was observed between the eptical density at .one of the peaks of the bands and the

oxygen gas pressure in the cell.

    In case when the amount of oxygen in the cell was less than the stoichiometric

amount of oxygen in the BaO fiirn, the decrease of the macgnitude of the bands was

stopped at intermediate values as shown in Fig. 10.

    Judging from these results it may be concluded that the change of the magni-

tudes of the absorption bands between 320m/x and 250mpt due to oxygen gas should

be attributed to the chemical reaction BaO EL'Ba02 and that a large absorption band

which was still observed after the bands in BaO in the region of 320mLe ancl 250mpt

vanished out should be due to Ba02.

    Whenever BaO fiIm was heated to temperatures above 6000C in vacuum as well

as in oxygen gas for about twenty minutes and then quenched, the film became

transparent in the ultraviolet region as shown in Figs. 4 and 8; in other words, al}

the bands in the ultraviolet region vanished out. rn such a film, the optical absorp-

tion band$ cou}d not appear again by any heat treatment, .
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    Next, we have investigated the effect of H20 vapour upon the absorption bands

in BaO. Pure H20 vapour was prepared in such a way that after havlng exhausted

the vacuum chamber, ff20 Åírozen beforehand in the co!d tyap was evaporated in the

chamber. After the optical absorption of BaO in vacuum had been measured, an

appropriate amount of H20 vapour was }ntroduced into the cell.
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    It was thus observed at room temperature that the magnitudes of all the absorp-

tion bands in the ultraviolet region were decreased in approximately proportion to

the amount of H20 vapour as shown in Fig. 11. WheR an amount of H20 vapottr

which is enough to cause suck a reaction that ail BaO's->Ba(OH)2 was introduced

into the cell, it was observed that the two bands in the region between 320mpt and

250mpt vaRished oat at room ternperature, while the band in the region of wave-

lengths shortef than 250mpt still remained, as shown also in Fig. Il. Tkis pheno-

menon is fairly similar to a phenomeRon occurred when BaO fiIm was exposed to

oxygen gas, which was observed by Takazawa and the present writer some years

ago (8). The above-described results of our present experimeRt seem to suggest
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that oxygen gas used in our previous experiment had contained H20 vapour to some

extent.

    Further additional experirnents were carried out in case when BaO film was

irradiated by AH-6 mercury lamp for ten hours, and it was observed that no change

occurred in the absorptioB bands.
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4. Summary and conclusion

   In the present experimeRt, tlte optical absorption of BaO film evaporated in

vacuum has been measured and it has been first observed at room temperature that

there are two absorption bands in the region of wavelengths between 320mpt and

250mpt, a iarge band in the region of wavelengths shorter than 250mpt and presum-

ably a broad band in the region of wavelengths longer than 320mpt. Secondly, it

has been f'ound that the positions of the absorption peaks are shifted to longer
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 wavelength side under heat treatments in vacuttm and at the same time the sharpen-

 ing of the band shape takes place.

    The absorption bands in the region of 320mpt-v250mpt have been assumed by

 Tyler to be exciton bands and the exciton characteristics of these bands have been

investigated by other experimenters.

    In our !aboratory, the influence of oxygen gas upon the absorption bands in the

region of wavelengths between 320mpt and 250mpt has been previousiy investigated.

in the fust place, the high concentratioR of the absorption centres responsibie for

these bands was confirmed by the order estimation of absorption constant at the

absorption peak. On the other hand, it has been observed by Takazawa and the

present writer that when BaO film was exposed to oxygen gas at room temperature,

the absorption bands in the region between 320mpt and 250mpt vanished out.

    In the present experiment, the influence oÅí oxygen gas upon the absorption bands

of BaO film has been quantitatively investigated by the use of a thermistor vacuum

gauge in order to decide whether the bands in the region of 320mpt--v250mpt are

exciton bands, as assumed by Tyler, or not.

    It has thus beeR found that a broad band in the region of wavelengths longer

than 320mpt vanished out suddenly when the BaO film has been exposed to oxygen

gas at room temperature, while the absorption bands in the region of wavelengths

shorter than 320mpt is not remarkab!y affected even when the film has been exposed

for a day to oxygen gas with pressure fairly higher than 1 mmHg.

    By heating the BaO film in a degnite amount of oxygen gas, it has been observed

that the magnitudes of the absorption bands in the region of wavelengths between

320mpt and 250mpt decrease almost l2neariy till about 4000C with the decrease of

oxygen gas pressure ln the celi, and it has been shown by a quantitative measure-

ment that this phenomenon should be attributed to the chemical reaction BaO->Ba02.

If defects or impurities in BaO lattice were the cause of the absorption bands between

320mpt and 250mpt, it would perhaps be most likely that these bands are due to

the presence of oxygen vacancles. If so, it would be expected that the magnitudes

of these bands are changed by heating the film in oxygen gas without being ac-

companied by the chemica! reaction Bae.Ba02. The above-mentioned fact that tke

vanishing out of these bands associat.ed with the heating of the BaO film in oxygen

gas is accompaRied by the chemical reaetion BaO->Ba02 seems to show, however,
that these bands are inherent in BaO lattice itself, but not due to defects in BaO
lattice.

    Further, we have observed that whenever the BaO film was heated to tempera-

tures above 6000C in vacuum as well as in oxygen gas and then quenched, all the

bands in the ultraviolet region vanished out, and it is presumable that this phenomenon

is associated with a large change in crystal perfection in the BaO film.
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    Next, the infiuence of H20 vapour upon the absorption bands has been investi-

gated and it has been observed that the change occurred in the bands when the BaO

film had been exposed to H20 vapour at room temperature is fairly similar to the

results obtained by us some years ago (8).

    Lastly, it has been found that Ro change in the absorptlon bands in the region

of•320mpt-v250mpt occurs by irradiation of light with wavelengths covering their

absorpti'on peaks.

    Thus, we are finally led to the conclusion that, in conformity with the results by

Tyler and others, the absorption bands of the BaO fiIm in the region of wavelengtks

between 320mpt and 250rnpt are due to the productlon of excltons.
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